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Modularity/Reconfigurability
Task is designed to provide flexible and functional
solutions to accommodate open plan and private
office applications. Task is responsive to changing
needs. Modular, non-handed components can be
easily reconfigured or expanded to adapt to the
demands of evolving organizations and technologies.
Complementing mobile components increase
product flexibility and allow for ease of assembly
and relocation.

Mass Customization
With a choice of durable laminate options, a generous
selection of standard components and custom
capabilities, Task provides tailored solutions to
meet unique specifications.
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HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE SURFACES

Please find additional product components
and detail photos at www.in2-design.com

Worksurface Shapes/Reception
Familiar and progressive worksurface shapes
provide infinite planning options to accommodate
private and teaming applications.

Office Technology
Task is equipped to address the need for effective
technology management. An integrated wire
management system routes and conceals cables
and allows convenient access. A variety of sliding
and articulating keyboard options satisfy user
preferences.
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HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE SURFACES
Storage and components and other features can be found on our website.

Storage
Task includes a comprehensive storage offering
with an assortment of credenzas, storage cabinets,
personal organizers, bookcases, combination filing
and wardrobe towers with a range of options.
Available options include laminate or glass doors,
linear and curved drawer pulls in a choice of finishes.

Value: ‘It’s in the Details’
Thoughtful features combined with superior
construction enhance product function, durability
and performance. Advanced factory technologies
and unparalleled quality is achieved with the
EdgeVantage ™ finish. The result is a seamless
edge application with impenetrable seal.
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MELAMINE LAMINATE
Additional narrative and visual information is available at www.in2-design.com.

Quality
Task is built to the highest quality standards
employing the finest materials combined with
precision engineering and manufacturing.
Unique metal-to-metal fittings with dowel
joinery maintain structural integrity and
provide ease of product assembly to allow
components to be moved and changed as
often as needed.
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MELAMINE LAMINATE
Supplementary layouts are displayed on our website.

Task PLUS Storage
Task Plus Storage offers a contemporary design
structured and supported by furniture feet to retain
a simple sophistication. A series of adaptable, multifunctional filing and storage address organizational
requirements and define space. The choice of colour,
configuration and appointment of materials enhance
design flexibility and emphasize the character and
expression of the space.
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MELAMINE LAMINATE

Please find additional product
components and detail photos at
www.in2-design.com

